SUMMIT ARTSPACE
Arts Alive! Out-of-the-Box Auction
Participation Form
☐

Yes! I am delighted to showcase my creativity and help raise money for
community exhibitions and art programming at Summit Artspace by creating a
piece of artwork for the Out-of-the-Box auction and exhibition to be auctioned
at the Arts Alive! Celebration on Wednesday, June 15, 2016.

Artist’s/Designer’s Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Phone:

Email:

BOX DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
In the past, boxes have ranged from functional jewelry boxes and mailboxes to
decorative sculptures, paintings in shadow boxes, photographs with a box theme and
more. Box sizes have ranged from 2 inches to 48 inches. The sky (or the box) is the
limit. Please be creative!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be creative! Anything that incorporates the concept of a “box” is welcome.
Box may be two-dimensional or three-dimensional, lid optional.
Box may be functional or decorative and doesn’t have to be an actual box.
Box shape and materials used are completely decided by the artist/designer.
Artwork must be completed and delivered to Summit Artspace gallery no later
than Friday, May 27 (and sooner is appreciated).
Artist commitments to participate and contribute a box must be received no
later than Saturday, April 30, 2016 (again, sooner is appreciated).
Include title, brief description and estimated value of the artwork. (optional)

COMMITMENT FORM SUBMISSION
Send your commitment to participate by Saturday, April 30, 2016 to: Summit Artspace
– attn.: Out of the Box - 140 E. Market Street, Akron, OH 44308. Or email your form to
Out-of-the-Box Auction Chair, Joan Colbert at joancolbertstudios@gmail.com.
ARTWORK DELIVERY
Artwork can be dropped off during Summit Artspace open hours (Thursdays, Fridays
from 12-7 pm and Saturdays from 12-5 pm) with advanced notice. Contact Exhibitions
Manager Joe Karlovec at joe@summitartspace.org to make delivery arrangements or
visit www.summitartspace.org/artsalive for open delivery days and times in May.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Artists will receive recognition for their contribution, a tax receipt for materials (if
receipts are submitted) and discounted admission to the Arts Alive! celebration.

